Spotlight on… Online Guest Experience
Hospitality begins on your website

Your website: The new hotel lobby
Think about a typical day in your hotel. Are you likely to allow
guests to wander the halls un8l they ﬁnd what they need?
Would you show them a fuzzy, decade-old photograph when
they asked to see the pool? Would you start a tour of the
property in the car park?
Those scenarios might sound far-fetched, but all too oAen they
are being replicated online. Hotel websites are failing to live up
to the hospitality experience oﬀered in the lobby.
Given the huge shiA to booking travel online — Euromonitor
Interna8onal expects 44% of travel sales and bookings to occur
online during the next ﬁve years, four 8mes more than in the
retail industry — the current standard is not up to scratch. Your
website, not your lobby, is increasingly your ﬁrst chance to leave
a las8ng impression on guests. You need to be sure you are
making the right one.
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How can you make that happen? A good place to start is with
the user experience design, oAen referred to as UX, of your
website. With the help of experts in this ﬁeld, this report will
explore the core principles you should adhere to and the
process involved in building a successful website. We’ll also see
what we can learn from others in the industry.
Your customers are used to seamless online interac8ons
through the likes of Uber and Amazon so expecta8ons are skyhigh. GePng the basics right can go a long way to winning them
over. Now is the 8me to bring hospitality all the way to your
website.

What is user experience design?
It’s not diﬃcult to understand why having a good website is important. What’s trickier to comprehend is exactly what makes a high
quality online experience. UX design can mean many things to many people and incorporates a slew of disciplines including usability,
informa8on architecture and visual design, but there is at least some agreement around its aim. The deﬁni8on below is what we’ve
used as the founda8on for this report.

“The goal of user experience design in industry is to improve
customer saDsfacDon and loyalty through the uDlity, ease of use,
and pleasure provided in the interacDon with a product.”
— Interac(ng with Computers
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UX 101: The core principles
Hotel websites have a unique purpose so their set-up will
diﬀer from that required in other industries. To understand the
most per:nent elements of the prac:ce for hotels we spoke
to a number of UX professionals. Here they explain the musthave website features.
Authen:city and compelling content
A good website needs some good old-fashioned storytelling.
Your website should be built around what it is your hotel stands
for and what you want to tell guests. Many UX experts
recommend ﬁrst deﬁning this via content such as text, images or
video. That content will then dictate the way informa8on is
ordered, the style of the site and the systems you employ. The
more original it is, the beWer your website is likely to do on
search engines like Google.

Informa:on architecture
This refers to the way you present the informa8on you want to
communicate online. You might want to reference the hotel
itself, the rooms, the restaurant and spa, but a user coming to
your site cold has to know how to easily ﬁnd all those details.
This sounds like something you can work out through logic, but
Tom Woodel, a user experience designer and instructor for
General Assembly, says it’s worth tes8ng thoroughly. “Trying to
pretend you’re the user doesn’t work,” he says. “Anything you
can do to get actual users tes8ng your site is the best thing you
could possibly do.” He suggests trying methods like card sor8ng,
explained overleaf.

“Trying to pretend you are the user doesn’t work.”
General Assembly’s Tom Woodel
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What it is: A way of working out how to organise the topics you expect to cover on your website, in other words your site’s
informa;on architecture. It can help you determine what to call each topic, what needs to be on the homepage and even the
overall structure of your site. You should be le@ with a good idea of what visitors to your site will be expec;ng when they arrive.
What you’ll need: Cards, labels and a focus group of prospec;ve users.
How you do it: Give your prospec;ve users a batch of cards labelled with content you intend to put online. Ask them to sort them
into what they think are sensible categories, for example “food and dining” or “ac;vi;es”. There are two ways to do this, open or
closed:
Open — Hand over the batch of cards labelled with content. Get your research group to sort them into categories and then name
each category appropriately.
Closed — Hand over the batch of cards labelled with content and get your research group to sort them into categories you have
pre-determined.
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Quality visuals
It sounds obvious, but the importance of high quality visuals
can’t be overstated. Images hold huge sway with customers:
87% of respondents in a Fuel Travel and Flip.to survey said they
are inﬂuenced by them during the booking process. Tristam
Goch of web design and development studio Damn Fine
explains: “Having low quality visuals on your site might seem
like a small thing on its own, but they could create a sense of
uneasiness.” Lastly, make sure your pictures are op8mised for
use online. If not they could keep your web pages from loading.
Interac:on with booking engine
Neil Gardiner, managing director of London-based UX design
agency Every Interac8on, came across the issue when crea8ng
a brand new website for the São Lourenço do Barrocal estate in
Portugal. If you want a consistent user experience across your
website, you need to work with a booking engine that has the
ability to match the look and feel you’ve created, he says. “You
can’t go through all these lovely pages to be kicked out into a
payment or booking experience that jars. It’s got to be
seamless. It’s deﬁnitely worth doing your homework.”
Visually-driven websites by Apple, KLM’s iFly 50 and Roscosmos’s In Space We Trust
have won user experience awards.
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Responsiveness
This is the term used to describe web pages that can adapt
according to the device you’re using. In other words a browser
should s8ll get the best viewing experience regardless of screen
size or orienta8on. UX designers say this is the minimum
expected of a website today and, in fact, if your website is not
responsive it will be ranked lower by Google than websites that
are. Google has a tool to test how mobile-friendly your site is.
Visit hWps://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly to try it.
Usability
This is a catch-all word that sums up how easy your website is
to use. Tom Woodel says an easy way to measure that is against
the 10 heuris8c principles as outlined by Jakob Nielsen. They
include things like the visibility of system status, in other words
keeping users informed through visual cues and feedback, and
helping users recognise, diagnose and recover from errors. A
quick way to check how your website is faring is to install a UX
plug-in to your internet browser — Google Chrome’s is called
UX Check — and you’ll get a report.
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The 10 heuris:cs of UX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Error preven(on
Recogni(on rather than recall
Flexibility and eﬃciency of use
Aesthe(c and minimalist design
Help users recognise, diagnose and recover
from errors
10. Help and documenta(on
Learn more at nn.group.com

Accessibility

Tes:ng

Some design features are not suitable for all audiences. For
example, fast-changing or animated images can cause problems
for people with ves8bular disorders. You can make sure your
website caters for all audiences by checking the the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines. It’s also worth being aware
that some rules around this are being wriWen into law. Again,
there are tools that will ﬂag any accessibility issues with your
website. Try www.wave.webaim.org.

If you’re planning to upgrade or add to your website over 8me,
you’ll need to test these any new features in the same way that
you tested the whole site when you built it. The likes of
Booking.com are constantly tes8ng things and the data they
collect is part of the reason they perform so strongly online.
They have a heAy budget dedicated to that, but as Neil
Gardiner says “any tes8ng is beWer than no tes8ng” so even
small scale market research like a focus group can be
meaningful. You can also use Google Analy8cs to see where
visitors are spending most of their 8me or where there is very
liWle ac8vity. Read our Hotelier’s Guide to Google Analy8cs to
learn more.

Branding
London-based customer experience agency Pomegranate thinks
branding should play a key role in the make-up of your site.
They told us: “Expressing what your brand stands for through
design creates an emo8onal connec8on with customers.”
Messaging around what rewards customers can expect will build
an an8cipa8on toward what they will experience during their
stay, they added.
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Your website’s performance will depend on a whole host of
factors outside of this list, such as the hotel itself and prices,
but puNng strong founda:ons like these in place is cri:cal. As
the saying goes, ﬁrst impressions count.

How to build an eﬀecDve website in 10 steps
The thought of revamping a website can be a daun8ng one; it’s likely to involve signiﬁcant investment and lots of moving parts. Like with most
projects, it will help to know exactly what the road ahead looks like before you start the car. We asked Every Interac8on’s Neil Gardiner to paint a
picture of the journey he went on when developing a brand new site for Portugal’s São Lourenço do Barrocal estate. Here are the 10 steps he recalls
encountering on the way.

START
1. Deﬁne your site map
Embrace your inner journalist. Figure out what story you want to tell

“Figure out what story you want to tell.”

and your vision for the future, and the content you’ll need to express
both. This will help you, or the agency you are working with, idenDfy
which informaDon you want to put up in lights and what can take a
back seat. Those decisions will soon morph into your provisional site
map.

2. Es:mate costs
Now you have an idea what you’d like to build and everything you need to include, it’s Dme
to talk cash. There are three areas of cost: overall design, front end design and back end
design. The second refers to HTML templates (aka Hypertext Markup Language, a
standardised system for tagging text ﬁles to achieve font, colour, graphic, and hyperlink
eﬀects on web pages) and the laXer involves integraDon with systems like the hotel PMS,
booking engine and content management. Step one may need some revisiDng if the numbers
don’t add up immediately.
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3. Prototype
Good old fashioned paper sDll has a role to play. In this case it’s as a
tool for prototyping. Sketch out on a few pages what you expect
diﬀerent secDons of your site to look like, where content and pictures
might sit. Check what assets you have currently like photography and
logo designs. Are they in keeping with your vision for your site and

“Expect to be making changes regularly.”

brand? If not, Dme to get some new stuﬀ!

4. Visual design
It’s Dme to determine the look and feel of the overall site. It’s o^en
good to start with one or two key pages, for instance the homepage
and the page describing your rooms. Go through several iteraDons of
those — again paper prototypes could come in handy — unDl you’ve hit
on what you’re a^er. Then it’s on to the site’s remaining pages.

5. Build an HTML prototype
The site is starDng to take shape via an HTML prototype. Expect to be
making changes regularly. This is about building a robust system so
that when you add to your hotel you can also easily add to your
website.

6. Integra:on
Now for the technical part — sewing everything together. This is when
your booking engine and other systems should join up with your site.
This may have been gradually happening during the process, but any
major integraDon issues are likely to alight here.
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7. Load Content
All that lovely content and imagery you began the journey with will
ﬁnally bring your site to life. If the ﬁrst stages of the process were

“Test the site regularly and improve.”

done right, hopefully all you’ll have to think about is minor adjustments
to text and pictures. It’s now that you might also get any necessary
translaDons done for a mulD-language site.
8. Test with a staging site

A staging site allows you to see the site in its ﬁnal form and work on
any pain points you come across, but keeps it out of the public domain.
User tesDng could be done at this point to ﬁnd out if the site performs
the way you intended. You can always keep the staging site running if
you want to test any site add-ons in the future.
9. Go Live
Cross your ﬁngers and push the buXon! Your site is now live, with
prospecDve guests browsing and, hopefully, booking. You could start
with a so^ launch with liXle fanfare for a few weeks to ensure any
last-minute problems are ironed out.
10. Evolve
The build was just phase one, now you have to keep a close eye on
your website’s performance and freshen up content when necessary. If
you can, test the site regularly and improve what needs work.

FINISH
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UX: How the “Mighty Eight” fare
User experience is something that every hotel, and in fact every business hoping to be successful online, is likely thinking about in some way.
The great thing is that means that we might be able to learn a thing or two from our compe8tors.
With that in mind, we asked UX experts, including Gardiner, Goch and agency Pomegranate, to take a look at the websites of the world’s largest
hotel groups — nicknamed the Mighty Eight, though our data shows nine in the category — and assess them against a range of criteria including
visual appeal, structure, usability and branding. We analysed their scores and created a league table. It’s by no means an exhaus8ve analysis, but
it could be a useful benchmark for your own site.

#9 Marriod-Starwood

#8 Carlson Rezidor

Our experts liked the
branding, but saw
some room for
improvement,
poten8ally through a
simpler booking
process and design.

The judges gave high
marks for mobile, but
thought the design
could be more modern.
Use of fast-moving
images may not be
suitable for all users.
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#7 Hilton
Hilton’s site was
described as engaging
and our panel praised
the smooth booking
process. But there
were usability issues
around forms.

= #6 Wyndham

= #6 Magnuson

Wyndham scored well
on visuals, layout and
mobile. Brand sites like
Days Inn now need to
match its ﬂagship
Wyndham brand.

Magnuson was voted a
star performer on mobile
and credited for a clean
design and architecture.
But at 8mes processed
commands slowly.

UX: How the “Mighty Eight” fare

#1 Choice

#2 Hyad
#3 Best Western

#4 IHG
The judges liked that IHG
does the basics well,
adhering to the principles
of usability with good
feedback to users. Sites
would beneﬁt from less
copy and a cleaner design.
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Clear presenta8on of
informa8on and obvious
cues for users who want
to know more made Best
Western stand out. The
experts felt its was an
intui8ve site.

HyaW’s success was put
down to its strong and
simple design, with good
use of space and images.
Its site is easily navigable
and customers are given
clear instruc8ons
throughout.

A responsive site oﬀering
a coherent experience
across all devices. The
judges thought a clever
structure and its strength
of branding connected all
pages in the booking
process and would give
users peace of mind.

Looking forward
It’s clear from the industry and from web
design experts that nailing online
customer experience will be a foreverevolving task. There is no denying
however, that today hospitality begins
online. We hope the advice in this report
will help your website match up to the
high standards of your lobby.
With thanks to Every Interac8on, Tom Woodel, Pomegranate
and Damn Fine for their contribu8ons.
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Read more in our Spotlight
on… series including:
• Spotlight on… Wholesalers: How do you

solve a problem like Amoma?
• Spotlight on… Direct Bookers and
Ancillary Revenue: Are direct bookers the
biggest spenders?
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